College of Health Sciences

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Medicine)

KATEETE David

“Rhomboids of Mycobacteria: Insight from Phylogeny, Genomic and Complementation analysis”

Dr. Kateete studied genes which bacteria use to communicate and cause disease or resist harsh environments including killing by drugs. He associated the genes with drug resistance and DNA replication, a significant finding as the genes can be targeted for development of new treatments against tuberculosis. The support of supervisors—Professors Moses Joloba and Henry Boomis appreciated. The study was funded by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, the Tuberculosis Research Unit, the Carnegie Corporation through the Directorate of Research and Graduate Training (Makerere University), and the Clinical Operational Health and Research (COHRE) program at JCRC.

KASOLO Namuganwa Josephine (Ms)

“Toxicity profile of Moringaoleifera leaves and roots”

Dr. Kasolo Namuganwa determined the phytochemicals and toxicity profile of Moringaoleifera leaves and roots to guide the plant use. Phytochemicals are causing the putative medicinal values and toxic effects. Moringa is not standardized yet consumed by humans and animals. The lethal dose that killed 50% of the mice in 24 hours (LD50) was established. The hematological, organ toxicity enzyme markers and renal, hepatic and cardiac histopathological changes of rats that received a daily dose of extract for 30 days were determined. Phytochemicals: flavonoids, triterpenoids, steroids, saponins, anthraquinons, alkaloids, and reducing sugars were identified. Moringa leaves and roots were found to be safe for animal consumption as per WHO guidelines. The work was supervised by: Prof. J. Ogwal-okeng, Prof. G.S. Bimenya, Prof. O. Lonzy. The College doctoral committee and Carnegie Cooperation of New York for research funding.

KIONDO Paul Mutiru

“Vitamin C assessment in Pre-eclampsia in Mulago Hospital, Kampala, Uganda”

Dr. Kiondo investigated plasma vitamin C levels in women of reproductive age and assessed the outcomes of vitamin C enhancement on the prevention of pre-eclampsia in Mulago Hospital. Pregnant women had lower vitamin C levels than non-pregnant women and, women with low plasma vitamin C were at increased danger of developing pre-eclampsia. Supplementation with high doses of vitamin C from mid pregnancy did not reduce the danger of developing pre-eclampsia. In future, larger studies of vitamin C enhancement are needed before women conceive or in early pregnancy to reduce the danger of developing pre-eclampsia. This research was supported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York fund offered by Makerere University and, the African Population and Health Research Center (APHRC) in partnership with the International Development Research Centre (IDRC). Supervisors: Prof Pius Okong, Prof Gabriel Bimenya, Dr Gakenia Wamuyu–Maina

NAKIMULI Annettee Olivia (Ms)

“The role of Natural Killer cells in pre-eclampsia in an African population: a genetic study of Killer Immunoglobulin-like Receptors and HLA-C polymorphisms”

Dr. Nakimuli investigated whether particular combinations KIR and HLA-C genes in the mothers and their babies are associated with increased risk to pre-eclampsia in an African population. Its cause is unclear but there is a strong genetic predisposition to it. This study revealed that Ugandans have remarkable KIR genetic diversity and that certain mother-baby gene combinations increase risk of pre-eclampsia. Also a new genetic region associated with protection against pre-eclampsia was found. The study was supervised by Prof. Florence Mirembe, Prof. Ashley Moffett, Prof. Pontiano Kalebu, Dr. Noah Kiwanuka, PhD Doctoral
Committee: Prof. John Trowsdale, Assoc. Prof. Daniel Kabonge Kaye, Assoc. Prof. Moses Joloba and funded by Wellcome Trust.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Medicine)
NAMUSOKE Fatuma (Ms)
"Sulfadoxine/Pyrimethamine Intermittent Presumptive Treatment: Relationship with Newborn, Maternal Plasmodium Falciparum Infection and Immunity’’
Fatuma’s research focused on whether using Sulphadoxine Pyrimethamine Intermittent Presumptive Treatment during pregnancy (SPIPTp) affects immunity of the newborn and validity of self-reported data on estimating its use. There is an increasing burden of malaria in infants below six months in Africa. The reason for this increase is not very clear, but had been suggested that interventions to prevent malaria in pregnancy may have a role. The results revealed that, SPIPTp helps to control malaria infections in the mother towards delivery without compromising immunity of the newborn. Self-report data on use of SPIPTp has low validity in measuring its use during pregnancy. Supervisors: Prof. Fred Kironde, Prof. Florence Mirembe, (Makerere University) and Prof. Mats Wahlgren (Karolinska Institutet). The Research was supported by Sida/SAREC.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Medicine)
NALWADDA Christine Kayemba (Ms)
"Seeking Referral Care for Newborns in Eastern Uganda: Community Health Workers’ Role, Caretakers’ Compliance and Provision of Care”.
Dr. Nalwadda assessed care-seeking practices, compliance, and associated factors among caretakers of newborns referred to health facilities by community health workers (CHWs). This study intended to generate evidence to inform scale-up of newborn care programs in Uganda and similar settings. The results showed that, trained CHWs when engaged in maternal-newborn programs can assist caretakers to recognize sick newborns and refer them for health facility-based care. In addition, the caretakers of the newborns largely complied with the referrals especially when they received reminder-visits from CHWs. However, the lower health facilities where the caretakers mainly sought referral care need to be provided with equipment, medicines and supplies to enable them offer quality care to the newborns. The study was supervised by Assoc. Prof. David Guwatudde, Prof. Stefan Swartling Peterson, Prof. Göran Tomson, Dr. Juliet Kiguli, and Dr. Peter Waiswa.

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Epidemiology)
NANKABIRWA Joaniter Immaculate (Ms)
"School-based malaria control: Impact of Intermittent Preventive Treatment on malaria morbidity and cognitive function in Ugandan school children: Randomized placebo controlled trials”
No malaria control efforts are targeted at school aged children although they are at risk of infection and disease. Dr Nankabirwa’s research focused on determining the malaria disease burden and exploring the optimal malaria control measures that can be targeted to school children living in a high transmission setting. She showed that one in every three school children was infected with malaria parasites and that, children with malaria infections scored poorly in reasoning and attention tests compared to non-infected children even when they had no clinical disease. She also found that intermittent preventive treatment with dihydroartemisinin piperaquine (duo-cotecxin) given at monthly intervals, but not once a school term, protected the school children from malaria infections, clinical disease and anaemia. These results highlight the magnitude of the malaria burden among school children living in a high transmission setting. They also provide a malaria control intervention that can be targeted to this age-group which is worth consideration in the near future. Supervisors: Prof. Moses R. Kamya, Dr. Sarah Staedke and PhD Doctoral Committee. The study was funded by: Malaria Capacity Development Consortium (MCDC).

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Medicine)
ORELLO Emey (Ms)
"Burden, Risk Factors and Outcome of Rheumatic Heart Disease in Uganda”
Dr. Okello’s research sought to understand the burden of rheumatic heart disease (RHD) in Uganda, risk factors associated and its outcomes among children and young adults. His study found that there is a big burden of subclinical or silent RHD as well as clinically established RHD in Uganda. Children aged 11 years are likely to have early, silent RHD, while more severe disease is found among young adults, about 30 years of age. Over crowded households are more likely to have RHD compared to less crowded households. People with HLA
DR11 gene are more susceptible to RHD while people with HLA DR1 may be protected. He also found that penicillin reduces death among people with moderate to severe RHD. He recommends routine screening of primary school children to detect early, silent RHD which is potentially reversible. He further recommends register based follow up of RHD patients to ensure proper adherence to penicillin. The study was sponsored by MSI and MEPI-CVD linked award.

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Public Health)
NAJJUKO Agnes Kiragga (Ms)

Conferment of the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Public Health)
NALUGODA Freddie

Dr. Nalugoda’s research on Marriage, Risk Behaviors and the Risk of HIV infection in Rakai, Uganda, assessed whether entry into marriage, being currently married and exit from marriage constitute periods of increased risk of HIV infection by gender. Data was analyzed longitudinally to estimate rates of entry into first marriage and marital dissolution; HIV prevalence and incidence; and determine the effects of being never, currently and previously married on the risk of incident HIV. Rates of entry into first marriage were higher in men than women, but rates of marital dissolution were the reverse. First marriages were not associated with significant increased risk of HIV acquisition relative to remaining unmarried. Overall, marriage was protective against incident HIV infection. Remarriage was significantly associated with increased risk of HIV acquisition compared to persons in their first marriage. The study was funded by Fogarty provided the financial support.

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Medicine
ADERU David
AJILONG Harriet (Ms)
AKOBYE Winnie (Ms)
ALELE Peter Micheal
APIO Irene Wengi (Ms)
ATUGONZA Rita (Ms)
BATTE Anthony
BAZZE Peter
BIRUNGI Caroline (Ms)
BUNAAIM Alexis (Ms)
BUNANE Gustave
CECILIA Thomas (Ms)
CHESRO Moses
DENG Adaw Kur Deng
EPIU Isabella (Ms)
JABO Christian Roy Thomas
KALIISA Cassim Amiisi (Ms)
KATUMBA Jerome
KAYIGA Herbert
KAYINA Vincet
KHAINZA Esther Rebecca (Ms)
KIBUDDE Solomon
KIGOONYA Kenneth Deo
KILEWALA Cathy (Ms)
KIRONDE Edward
KIZAALA Susan (Ms)
KOJJO Charles
KYENGERA Kisitu Daniel
LUMANGISI Diana Diamini (Ms)
LUBIKIRE Aggrey
LUBKAMA Margaret (Ms)
MAGALA Jonathan
MAKIRANDA Regina (Ms)
MALAGALA Joseph Michael
MALINGA Raymond Joseph
MASEREKA Robert
MBABAZI Margret (Ms)  
MUBERERE Hangi Stan  
MUGABE Kenneth  
MULEPO Philip  
MULOOWOZA Jude Thaddeus  
MUSIIME James Nabaasa  
MYIMBO Timothy  
MWASE Richard  
MWESIGA Emmanuel Kiiza  
MZAVA David Paul  
NABATTE Violette Junior (Ms)  
NAKANWAGI Arlene Muzira (Ms)  
NAKUYA Harriet (Ms)  
NAMAGANDA Beatrice (Ms)  
NAMATA Louisa (Ms)  
NAMULI Justine Diana (Ms)  
NAMULINDWA Rosette (Ms)  
NAMUSOKE Jamirah (Ms)  
NAMUYOMA Prossy (Ms)  
NANSIRI Sanyu Drucilla (Ms)  
NASSANGA Rita (Ms)  
NWAKO Mugabi Samuel  
NSUBUGA John Bosco  
NUWAGABA Simon  
OBURU Geoffrey Ofumbi  
OCEN Davidson  
OKELLO Jimmy  
OKELLO Joseph Damoi  
OKENY Paul Kalanda  
OLING Michael  
OLUKA Simon  
PARIYO Bonane Godfrey  
SEKAMATTE Samuel  
SEKAMATTE Yasin  
SSENDIKADIWA Charles  
SSENYONJO Leonard  
TEZITTA John Bosco  
TUMUKUNDE Janet (Ms)  
TUMUKUNDE Victor Spector  
TUSUUBIRA Sanyu Kiwanuka (Ms)  
ULLAS Chandrika Krishnan  
WAMAE Gicheru David  
WOIRA Joseph  
ZAHRA Awad Warsame Ali (Ms)  
ZIRABAMUZAALE Jackie Teddy (Ms)  
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the  
Degree of Master of Science in Pharmacology  
ATTUSE Esther (Ms)  
NDUKUI James Gakunga  
OBAKIRO Samuel Baker  
OGWAL Sydney  
OJARA Williams Francis  
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the  
Degree of Master of Science in Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics  
CHELENGANT Nelson  
NAKALEMA Beccy Damalie (Ms)  
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of in Pharmacognosy

KWIRINGIRA Wilberforce
LUTOTI Stephen
NAMBEJJA Cissy (Ms)

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Science in Pharmaceuticals and Health Supplies Management

KABONERO Timothy
KAMAKUNE Carolynn Murungi (Ms)
NABBALE Asha (Ms)
NAMBASA Victoria (Ms)

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Public Health

AMUBWINE Innocent
ARYAIJA Karemani Adelaine
ASHABA Clare (Ms)
ATIEMA Lydia (Ms)
BABIRYE Rebecca (Ms)
BAGUMA Charles
BUKIRWA Agnes (Ms)
BUSHARA Dorothy (Ms)
GATETE Edgar
KAGIMU David
KALINDA Fiona (Ms)
KAMPI Rebecca (Ms)
KASOZI Julius
KEMIREMBE Jacqueline (Ms)
KHANAKWA Sarah (Ms)
KISAKA Stevens
KISAKYE Angela (Ms)
KISIRA Charles Muyingo
KWESIGA Benon
LUHAKAMA Mukasa Josephine (Ms)
LUTALO Kriss
MAGOOLA Joseph
MAVEJINA Mary stella (Ms)
MAYANJA Yunia (Ms)
MAGOMBE Ignatius
MBABAZI Gladys (Ms)
MIGISHA Busharizi Daniella (Ms)
MONGO Grace (Ms)
MUBIRU Denis
MUKASA Hajara (Ms)
MINDURU Christine (Ms)
MWANGA Micheal Masani
MWEBESA Bosco Bwana
NABINEMBA Dorothy Bushara (Ms)
NALWANGA Eve (Ms)
NAMUGAYA Faith Eunice (Ms)
NIBINEMBA Dorothy Bushara (Ms)
ODOCH Walter Denis
OGOLA Eric Ogeu
OGUNSANYA Pasquine Nancy Alum (Ms)
OKURUT Samuel Otemor
OLEKO Richard John Rehan
ORYEMA Paul
OWINYI Lydia Atiema (Ms)
SSENDAGIRE Steven
SSENTONGO Julius
SSENYONJO Godfrey Kakumba
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Health Services Research
KUSIIMA Joy Baale (Ms)
MUSINGUZI Conrad
MWETENI Wemaeli
NALUYIMA Immaculate (Ms)
NAMUTUNDU Juliana (Ms)
OPILLA Otun Isaac
ULIMBOKA Stephen

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Public Health Nutrition
AGABA Judith Kiiza (Ms)
BOONA Racheal (Ms)
KUZIGA Fiona (Ms)
NAMBAFU Caroline (Ms)
NGOMIRAKIZA Everlyn (Ms)
TWINOMUJUNI Rukambura
WAMONO Bwayo Steven

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Immunology and Clinical Microbiology
ADOMATI Tom
IRINYOM Joseph
KAYIGI Etienne
MUJUNI Brian
MUJUNI Brian Muhabura
NABATANII Rose (Ms)
NABKEYAMBO Sheila (Ms)
NAMUWAYA Vivian (Ms)
NASUNUA Jacent (Ms)
NDAWULA George
NDAYAMBAJE Francois Xavier
NYOMBI Abdunoor
OKOCHI Deo
RUTAYISIRE Gad

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science in Physiology
NABETA Henry
NAMUYIMBA Lydia (Ms)
NFAMBI Joshua

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Nursing (Midwifery and Women’s Health)
NABACHWA Oliver Norah Kavuma
NAMWAYA Ziidah (Ms)
MUSHYE Stella (Ms)

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Dentistry (Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery)
The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following
for the Conferment of the
Degree of Master of Arts in Public Administration and Management

ABATE Nelson Mandela
AINOMUGISHA Gilbert
AKULLO Rebecca
ARINGO Hellen
ASIIMWE Maximinah
AYEBAZIBWE Venancio
BABIRYE Agnes
BAZAALE Augustine
BIRUNGI Angelina
BIRUNGI Maria Karen
CHIHANDE Emmanuel Katembe
EBOKO Rashid
EKWAMU Areko Eraku Mary
GYEZAHO Mary (Ms)
HAMALA Edmund Darlin
ISABIRYE James
KAGGWA Joseph
KALANZI William
KALEMIRE Robert
KAMANZI Stella Maris (Ms)
KANTONO Susan
KAREMIRE Robert
KASIBANTE Deogratius
KASOZI Andrew
KAWERE Rose (Ms)
KINTU Eric
KOBUSINGYE Hilda
KOYAIROWE Eunice
LUBYAYI Iddi Kisika
MAKONZI David
MANANO Richard Kember
MBABAZI Tumwebaze Jolly
MIJUMBI Emmanuel
MIGUMYA Richard
MUKASA Bart
MWEBAZE Den
NABATEREGGA Suzan Joy
NAKANABI Lillian
NAKASAGGA Daisy Carol
NAKATO Evelyn
NAKAYONDO Olive Brenda
NAKIBUKA Diana (Ms)
NAKUNUNGA Aisha
NAKUBULWA Irene
NALWANGA Florence
NAMAGGA Dorothy (Ms)
NAMAZI Madiniha (Ms)
NAMPENO Gloria (Ms)
NAMUGWANYA Victoria (Ms)
NAMULINDWA Phoebe (Ms)
NANIOVU Kadru Diana (Ms)
NANTONGO Damalie (Ms)
NASSOZI Faith (Ms)
NATTABI Margaret Rosette (Ms)
NAYIGA Frances
NIRINGIMANA Julius
NWINZI Lillian (Ms)
NYARUGONGA Innocent
OMAGOR Prossy (Ms)
OMONDI Walter Wolver
ONZIMA Godfrey
ORONE Joseph Esiana
ORONO Nicholas
SEMPALA Kigozi Amos
SENDAWULA Yasin
SSEMAMBO Daniel
SSENTUWUWA John
WANYANA Hanim
ZZIMULA Margaret (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Social Sector Planning and Management
ACHIRO Brenda Muthemba (Ms)
AKOL Grace (Ms)
AKOL Sarah Patricia (Ms)
AKULLO Agnes (Ms)
AKULLO Esther (Ms)
BUSHEMA Sunday Emmanuel
DAFALA Ibrahim
KASANDE Gloria Eve (Ms)
KATEEBA Philip
MUHUMUZA Moses Bamanya
MUKASA Daniel Muwanga
MUKURU Moses
MURANGIRA Ambrose
NAMBEREIZI Dennis
NKURUNONGI Martin
NYEGENYE Justine Dally (Ms)
RUTANDARO Lillian Sherrie (Ms)
SSENTONGO Abubakari
TUMUSIIME Patrick

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Rural Development
AHIMBISIWE Milton
KANKYA Clovice (Ms)
KASANDE Glorious (Ms)
KUNIHIRA Fridah (Ms)
MAGAMBO Ramzy
MUNYWANIWAME Medard
NABUZALE Rita (Ms)
SSEMGERERE David

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Gender Studies
ALUBO Annet Grace (Ms)
AWELO Theresa (Ms)
KYOMUGISHA Carolyne (Ms)
MIWESA Ruth (Ms)
NABBUMBA Norah Kaweesa (Ms)
NAMATOVU Aida (Ms)
NAMWESI Ruth (Ms)
NANTEZA Victoria (Ms)
NANTEZA Victoria (Ms)
SEMEGE Wube Haile
ZVBGO Parisayi Ellen (Ms)
The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Sociology

ANYOLITHO Kenneth Maxson
AVAA Lillian (Ms)
BBOSA Christine (Ms)
ETTI Bonny
LUBA Daniel Samuel
LUBULWA Patrick Sewava
MBONYE Martin
NABIRYE Patience (Ms)
NAKAZI Suzan (Ms)
NALWANGA Angella Beatrice (Ms)
OJOK SP Lipsey
OKILLAN Beatrice (Ms)
SSOZI Priscilla (Ms)
WALUSIMBI Samuel
WALUSIMBI William

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Masters of Arts in Religious and Theological Studies

ADOU Stephen
BAGUMA Emmanuel
IRINGA Michael
KAATE Thomas
KALUNGI Jude
KATEREGGA Francis Xavier
KAYONGO Nicholas
KYAGULANYI Thaddeo
LAMAYI Ambrose
LUGENDO Mathias
NIMWESIGA Ignitius
OCAN Kennedy Kenneth
OWAL Joseph
OKOT Samuel
OTIM Michael
PANYA Peter
SSEKYANZI Tadeo
SSEMUNDA Martin

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in International Relations and Diplomatic Studies

APWI Sarah (Ms)
ALOKET Sally (Ms)
APIO Joan Racheal (Ms)
KABOGOZA Charles Semwezi
KEMBABAZI Gloria (Ms)
KEMBABAZI Sarah (Ms)
KUKUNDA Slyvia (Ms)
KYASIMIRE Susan (Ms)
MAYENDE Paul
NAKENDO Isaac
NTUNGWA Anthony
NYAKABASA Matabaro
UWERA Sharon (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Science of Clinical Psychology

ABURA Gloria (Ms)
IBANDA Veronica Naiga (Ms)
KISAKYE Caroline (Ms)
MUTYABA Katamba
NALUBOWA Caroline (Ms)
NAMARA Dorothy (Ms)
TUSIIME Christine (Ms)
UMEH Gregory Chukwuemeka

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Master of Organisational Psychology
MUSANJE Khamisi
NAKIBUUKA Rachel (Ms)
NSAHO Godsend Janet (Ms)
NYOLONGA James Micheal
SERUMA Vincent

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Counselling
AUMA Jane Rose (Ms)
HILDA Sande (Ms)
KAMASANYU Dinah (Ms)
MWANDU Grace (Ms)
NAKAZI Margaret (Ms)
NAKAZI Dorothy (Ms)
NAMAKULA Bisoby Damalie (Ms)
NUWAGABA Rachel Daphine (Ms)
NYAN Felecia Choloplay (Ms)
NYOROZI Harriet (Ms)
ORELLO Vicky Awor (Ms)
SEMAKULA Emmy (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Peace and Conflict Studies
ALINAITWE John
AKONKWA Namegabe (Ms)
AKUBU Patrick Otika
DRAZA Jackson Ben
FAIDA Marylyn Ambe (Ms)
KATUNGUKA Roland Arthur
KIGANDA Joseph
KIZITO Francis Charles
KONY Jane Lanyero (Ms)
NAGAWA Harriet (Ms)
OJOK Joel
OPOLOT Michael Onenge
SUUBI Tabitha
WAISWA Jacob
WANDERA John Julius

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Human Rights
ADIOCHI Slyvia Marion (Ms)
AUPAL Micheal Aisu
HORLER Jonathan
KASORO Edith (Ms)
LUGAYIZI Irene (Ms)
MAKOSYA Rose (Ms)
MUGGAGA Robert Muwanguzi
NAWIRE Juliet (Ms)
NAYEJWE Mary Mwanje (Ms)
NAMUKASA Sarah (Ms)
NGABIRWE Winfred (Ms)
OJAKOL Harriet (Ms)
SAMPA Dorreen (Ms)
TUMUKUNDE Betubiza Meldah (Ms)
WASSAGO Augustine

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Journalism and Communication
AKUGIZIBWE Solomon
JENGA Fred
LUGGYA John Vianney
MUHANGI Lauben Bwengye
NABUTANYI Fred Edgar
NAGADYA Sumayah (Ms)
NAZAZIBA Loy Persie
NALUKENGE Mastula (Ms)
NUWAGIRA Bob Ambrose

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Linguistics
GATABAZI Jean Bosco
KYOBUTUNGI Grace Sabiiti (Ms)
MAJARIWA David

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Performing Arts
LUBEGA Judith Tusiime (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Ethics and Public Management
KIIZA Geoffrey
OCHIENG Francis Xavier
OJEDRA Joel Augustine
SSERABIDDE Margret (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Arts in Literature
ITAH Patience Mbethi (Ms)
MAGARA Everlyn Cindy (Ms)
MBOYINGINGING Audace
MUSANJE Ronald
NIBAFASHA Spes

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Degree of Master of Leadership and Human Relations Studies
BAHIMBISE Johnson
MIERWA Robert
NABABI Lydia (Ms)
NAIGA Esther Lillian (Ms)
The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Post Graduate Diploma in Construction Management

BATANGE Jonathan
BYERKASO Pius
KARAMPIRA James
MBABAALI Patrick
NAKASENGE Deborah (Ms)
ODONGO Thomas More
OWNYI Ambrose
PUCHE David
SSEKAMATE Ronald

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Post Graduate Diploma in Gender and Local Economic Development

Amia Grace (Ms)
AYIRWORTH Yerusa
OGWANG Thomas
ONYANGO George
OVONA Hannington
RACIW Jane (Ms)
SABAKANYA Moses
NEGAGA Irene (Ms)
IRAGABA Paula
KASAANA Washington
LOCHODO William
NANYONJO Ann Ritah (Ms)
RUTAZIGWA Pera

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Post Graduate Diploma in Mass Communication

NAMUKASA Harriet (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Postgraduate Diploma in Social Justice

ABALO Polly Dorcus (Ms)
ABONYO Pamela (Ms)
ABURA Rebecca Onyang (Ms)
ACCORD Jesca (Ms)
ACHEKO Elizabeth (Ms)
ACHIRO Stella (Ms)
ADRIKO Nehemiah Jurua (Ms)
AHIMISIBWE Ben Nyanzi Nicomedie
AKELLO Dorine (Ms)
AKELLO Rhoda (Ms)
AKIA Janet (Ms)
ALAMAI Susan (Ms)
ALUPO Barbara (Ms)
AMPAIRE Goria Faith (Ms)
AMU Eliz (Ms)
AMUAT Caroline (Ms)
ANGUALIA Gabriel Moses
ASIIMWE Matilda (Ms)
ATUHAIWE I Annet (Ms)
AUMA Lucy (Ms)
AUMA Mary (Ms)
AYUME Yassin Adinan
BAAGALAALIMO Rebecca Samy (Ms)
BABINGA Masika Jubilee
BABIRYE Jane (Ms)
BABIRYE Margaret (Ms)
BAGADA Alex
BAGENDA Livingstone
BALIGEYA Mutesi Angellah (Ms)
BALUKU David
BANTEBYA Goreth (Ms)
BARYEBIJUKA Mtungura William George
BEINOMUGISHA Alex
BRIGHT John
BUKENYA Moses
BUTANDA Shaffiq
CANFUA Barbra (Ms)
DEKURA Caroline Egimu (Ms)
ELIMU Bernard (Ms)
EMITU Ezekiel Etabu
ETOM Enapat Sam
HAGUMA Jimmy
KABAKAALI Doreen (Ms)
KAGODA Samuel Ntende Moses
KAJUNGU Innocent
KAKUNGURU Shamillah (Ms)
KAMASANYU Gladys (Ms)
KARAMAGI Pamela May (Ms)
KATUSABE Stella (Ms)
KEHUMITA Stephen Sebastian Niyonko Mukasa
KHAINZA Losirah (Ms)
KIBETI Partrick Nabutanyi
KOROBIE Christine (Ms)
KULE Lawrence Mughuma
KULU Idambi John Boniface
KUSEMERERA Carolyne (Ms)
KYLIMPA Evarist Wituume
KYESIMIRA Aggrey Francis
LOULUC Dominc Balu
LOWALEM John Bosco
LOWALEM John Richard
LUTWA Geoffrey Titus
MADOI Saphina (Ms)
MALINGA NOAH Dismas
MATENDE Yakubu
MAYIGA Anthony
MBALE SUBURO Rastal
MONDAY Owen
MUGABO Vincent Emmy
MUGISHA Christopher
MUGISHA Gerald
MUGOYA Cathy Karen (Ms)
MUGOYA Ssonny Mulembe
MUKASA Augustine
MUSISI Herbert David
MUTEBI Masitulah (Ms)
MWAGANYA Jonathan
MWANGUZI Joseph
NABAGGALA Madinah (Ms)
NABWIRE Damalie (Ms)
NAGAWA Annet (Ms)
NAGAWA K. Mariam (Ms)
NAGAWA Mary (Ms)
NAKANJWA Susan (Ms)
NALULE Kizza Bernadette Elizabeth (Ms)
NAMUGERWA Joweria (Ms)
NAMUSOKE Margaret (Ms)
NANKUZE Mary (Ms)
NANZIRI Aidah (Ms)
NAZZIMBE Rosemary (Ms)
NDIZEYE Ezra
NDORI Leni
NEUNJE Diana (Ms)
NKUMIRE Kenneth
NSABIMANA Nzabonimpa Peter
NUWAGIRA Benards
NYAKOOJO Franklyn
OBITA Churchill
OCHOLA David Akuro
ODIIT Andrew Joseph
OGWAPIT Deogracious
OJARA Richard
OJUKA Patrick Carlo
OKABO Okello James
ORELLO Robert Olanya
OREMA Alfred
ORII Alex
OWALINGA John Micheal
OLWOR Partrick
OMODING Roberts
ONENCAN Moses
ONGIERA Walter
ONGOM Christopher
ONYOIN Martin
OPIO Belmos Ogwang
OTEKO Ekallam Joseph
OTIIRA Gabriel
OWENDO Oguti Vicent
OYOLLO Lammy
PIMER Colleens
SABILA Sadak
TALI Caroline (Ms)
TAMUBULA Olivia (Ms)
TAZITA Doris (Ms)
TURYAMUREEBA Stephen
WATHUM Benson
ZINIRA Martin

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the
Conferment of the
Diploma in Livestock Health Science

ABDI-ASIS Mohamed Jama Giire
ABDIAZIZ Abdulahi Nur Farah
ABDIHAKIM Mohamed Mohamed
ABDIQAFAR Hillow Osmail
ABDIRISAK Ibrahim Nunow
ABDISALAN Mohamed Abdi Mohamed
ABDINIELI Said Adan Ahmed
ABDULKADIR Musse Osman Jim'ale
ADEN Hussein Derow Ali
AHMED Abdillahi Mohamoud Osman
AHMED Ali Farah Gunbe
AHMED Mohamed Ali
AHMED Mohamud Ahmed Abdi
AHMED Said Salah Nur
ALI Ahmed Mohamoud
AMAL Jama Aden Mohamed (Ms)
BILLIE Warsame Salah Wa'ys
FAZUNA Abdullahi Abdirahman Ahmed (Ms)
FAHMA Abdi Hussein (Ms)
FAISAL Said Mohamed Muse
FARAH Mahad Farah Osman
FARDUS Farah Suleiman Alale (Ms)
HAMDI Eymoy Mohamed Ya'qub (Ms)
ISAQ Ali Aden
ISSACK Adan Haji
ISTAHL Ahmed Yusuf Jama (Ms)
KHADRO Mohamed Mohamed (Ms)
MOHAMED Abdirahman Mohamed Barre
MOHAMED Abdulahi Omar
MOHAMED Ali Abdullahi Du'ale
MOHAMOUD Abdillahi Abdirahman Aden
MOHAMOUD Alio Haji
MOHAMOUD Mohamed Ahmed Hassan
MOHAMUD Abdillahi Hirad Du'alle
MUKHTAR Mohamed Mohamoud Adan
MULYAZAWO Fredrick
NADIRO Hassan Yasin Yusuf (Ms)
OMAR Muhammed Omar Mahad
OSMAN Suleiman Saeed Warfa
SADIQ Abdullahi Ahmed Hassan
SENKOOTO Eric
ZEITUNA Hassan Yunis (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Livestock Products Development and Entrepreneurship

ABDIASIS Nouh Jama Hassan
ABDIAZIZ Khalif Yusuf Mohamed
ABDIFATAH Ali Sheikh
ABDIKARIM Osman Mogeh Jama
ABDIQADIR Ahmed Egeh Geele
ABDIRISAK Yasin Mohamed Mohamed
ABDULLAHI Jama Warsame Nour
ADAN Suleiman Ibrahim
AHMED Hassan Abdillahi Warsame
ALI Abdillahi Suleiman
AMINA Saed Hassan (Ms)
HASSAN Aden Hussein Elmi
HASSAN Ismail Aden Ibrahim
HUSSEIN Suleiman Ali Warsame
ILHAN Dahir Farah (Ms)
KAYSE Mohamoud Mohamed Ismail
KHADAR Hassan Mahad Abdi
MOHAMED Abdi Abdillahi Aden
MOHAMED Ali Farah
MOHAMED Da'ud Ogleh Farah
MOHAMED Jama Elmi Waberi
MOHAMED Liban Hudi
MOHAMED Sayid Muse Jama
MUKHTAR Harir Hussein Hagar
MUNA Awil Mohamed Handule (Ms)
NIMCO Abdi Jama Godad (Ms)
NORADIN Aden Mohamed Gedi
SAHRA Mohamed Mouse Bahdon (Ms)
SAIDI Sa'id Dirie Gedi
SAID-ALI Rashid Mohamed Suleiman
SUAD Daud Elmi Warsame (Ms)
YUSSUF Aliow Hassan
YUSUF Ahmed Abdi Muse
ZAINAB Nour Abdi Ali (Ms)
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Palliative Care

ASSAM Osman
BOTI Medson
CHAILA Mwate Joseph
CHALME Mwila
CHILUNDA Geoffrey Mukonda
EBAMBO Richard Damas
GOITSEONE Maifale Mburu
MABOREJE Ololade (Ms)
MAKOMIKU Claudia (Ms)
NJERIM Esther Riyah (Ms)
OCHIENG Dorothy (Ms)

The Principal, College of Humanities and Social Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Performing Arts

ALANY Felix
EPUPI Leonard
KOBUISINGE Ritah (Ms)
LUBEGA Deo
MATOVU Yiga Silos
NABULYA Alice (Ms)
WASSWA Ponsiano

The Principal, College of Engineering, Design, Art and Technology to present the following for the Conferment of the Diploma in Civil Engineering Surveying

AMANYA Benson
HAMALA Paul
KAGGWA Kasumba John
KAVUMA Derrick
KIKOMERO Rogers
LOKUT David
MAKOMIKU Claudia (Ms)
MEGABE Albert
MUKASA Solomon
MURUSA Anthony
MUYITSA Andrew
NAGGAWA Aisha Abdu (Ms)
NAMAKULA Christine (Ms)
NDAGIRE Josephine (Ms)
SHISISA Augustine
WAINSWA Ronald

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Cytotechnology

ENYIKU Emy
GAMBIRA Tonny
NASOZI Ruth (Ms)
ONGOM Dizzozo Justine
ORINGO John Innocent
RWAGONYA Kaleb

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Dental Surgery

ADRAMA Richard
BWAMBALE Phenehas
HUMA Ashraf (Ms)
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the
Conferment of the Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery

AHIMIBISIBWE Davis
AKII Bua Douglas
AKULLO Pamella Winnie (Ms)
ALELE Franco
ALENI Caroline Acidri (Ms)
AMANDU Allan
ASIIMWE Joshua
AYAZIKA Kirabo Tess (Ms)
BABIRYE Deborah (Ms)
BATTE Charles
BAYO Louis
BUKENYA Fred
BUYINZA Michael
BUYUNGO Steven
BWESIGYE George
CHEROP Eliot
CHITAYI M. Michael
DAVEDHARA Ashok
DDAMULIRA Adriane
EKARORO Kenneth
EMYEDU Andrew
KABUGO Deus
KAGAMBA Samuel
KALINAKI Abubakar
KALUNGI Richard
KALYANGO Edward
KANANURA Keneth
KARIUKI John Njeguna
KATEREGGA Fahad
KATSIGAZI Ronald
KATUNGUKA Johnson Sunday
KATUSIIME Hawa (Ms)
KAUDHA Gloria (Ms)
KAVUMA Paul
KAVUMA Peter
KAWUNGEZI S. Peter Chris
KAYIZA Allan
KAYONGO Alex
KAYUMBA Denis
KEBESU Jasper
KHARONO Brenda (Ms)
KIBONEKA Stephen
KIRIMA Andrew
KIWANUKA Alexander Graham
KIYINGI Micheal
KOMA Emmanuel
KULE Lawrence
KUTEESA Mary Goretty (Ms)
KYOMUGISA Beatrice (Ms)
LALANGO Fiona (Ms)
LASOI G Chepngetich (Ms)
LONGORA John Paul
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Pharmacy
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Sciences

ACOKO Elizabeth Veronica (Ms)
AKELLO Grace (Ms)
APOLOT Priscilla Obore (Ms)
ASASIRA James Winston
BARIGYE Robert
BEINOMUGISHA Judith (Ms)
KIGOZI Steven
MIGISHA Dan
MUKWAYA Francis
NABIRYE Leah (Ms)
NABUKALU Joyce (Ms)
NADDAMBA Brenda (Ms)
NAGAWA Edith (Ms)
NAKINAWA Ruth Gemina (Ms)
NAKINU Lilian (Ms)
NAMARA Phionah (Ms)
NAMPEWO Irene (Ms)
OKIROR Barbara (Ms)
OKORI Hilder (Ms)
OPETA Deogracious

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Medical Radiography

NSUBUGA Elisha

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Nursing

ADONG Hope Grace (Ms)
AKAO Mary Grace (Ms)
ARINDA Arthur
EPUITAI Joshua
LUYINDA Emmanuel
MAWA Bosco
NABANANUKA Brenda (Ms)
NABAYEGO Patricia (Ms)
NABIMBA Ronald
NAKABIRI Joan (Ms)
NAKITENDE Gloria (Ms)
NASSAAZI Noeline (Ms)
NASSALI Rosemary (Ms)
NAWAGI Faith (Ms)
NSUBUGA John
TUSABE Joan (Ms)
UDHO Samson

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Palliative Care

CHITETE Linly Madalo (Ms)
ISHENGOMA Margaret Francis (Ms)
KAMBIYA Namponya Velma (Ms)
KAYOMBO Editha Hilary
KHAMSINI Rosemary Anthony Bakilaho (Ms)
KOBA Faith Kinaitore (Ms)
KWATANENA Duncan Pagwansuko
LYMO Esther Obed (Ms)
MANDWA Dorothy Lyale (Ms)
MBONIGABA Gideon Bankunda
MKUSA Veronica Bernard
MPATE Davie Elington
MOCCE Gladys Nyskabi
NALUTAYA Florence Nabachwa (Ms)
OCHAN Kennedy
OKONGO Francis
OLUMA Tonny Okello
OPIA Vicky (Ms)
TWINOMUJUNI Honest

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Speech and Language Therapy

ASIIMWE Maud Cate (Ms)

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Environmental Health Science

ADOKO Hellen (Ms)
ASIIMWE Lorian
ASIKU Norman
AYOREKA Mary Concepta (Ms)
BALIRWA Friscillah (Ms)
BALUGABA Bonny Enock
BATTE Abubakar
BYIRINGIRO Gloria (Ms)
CHEPKURUI Bush Joseph
EKILU Peter
GUMISIRIZA Robert
ITALE Selinah Winnie (Ms)
KABUYE Isaac
KABYEMERA Edmond
KAREO Rhina (Ms)
KASONOLE Eseza (Ms)
KAYONGO Tom
MIREMBE Rachel Faith (Ms)
NPAKA John Atalyeba
MUHANUZI Doreen (Ms)
MUTWALUME Shem
NAKIIRYA Jacqueline Eva (Ms)
NALUKWAGO Julianna (Ms)
NALWANGA Victoria (Ms)
NAMUBIRU Josephine (Ms)
NAMUHANI Noel
OBBO Bonefence
OKOTH Raphael
OMONY Eric
SSEKAMATTE Tonny
SSEMUDDU Rashid
TUMUHAIRWE Olive (Ms)
TWOYEM Nelson
WALUSIMBI Abdul Salaam

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Animal Production Technology and Management

ARIM Joshua
LUBEGA Ashiraf
MUGAGGA Ssimbwa
NAKOLA Andrew
OBUKUI Emmanuel
SERUNGA Philly

The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Biomedical Laboratory Technology

AGABA Shifra (Ms)
AHIMUZA Ronald
AINEMBABAZI Pamela (Ms)
AJUMO Mary Goretti (Ms)
AKAMPURIRA Paul
AKECH Winnifred (Ms)
ALENYO Justine (Ms)
AMIJAL Marion (Ms)
ASIKU John Kelvin
ATWIKIRIZE Dorothy (Ms)
AVIKOBUA Ronald
BABIRYE Janet Peace (Ms)
BAKESIMBA Ritah (Ms)
BEEKUSA Brian
BIRUNGI Abraham
DHIKUSOKA Ronald
DRICIRU Patricia (Ms)
EKUKA Godfrey
EMUNYU Jude
EMURNON Clive Mugisha
GESAA Musa
IRIAMA Brenda Athio (Ms)
JOKUDU Grace Leisuk (Ms)
KABIRA Hiraly
KAAAAIRE Jimmy Brian
KANTUME Ronah (Ms)
KASAGGA Ivan
KATENDE Muhammed
KATO Laban
KEDNEEY Charles
KIGANDA Shamim Waldah (Ms)
KIIZA Gideon
KISAKYAMARIA Namigade Annet (Ms)
KISEMBO Stephen Asaba
KYSEWA Mark
KYORIMPA Glorious (Ms)
LUBOMA Bosco
LYAZI Decgratious
MALINGA Kalifan
MAMATI Isaac
MASEMBE Fredrick Joshua
MATSIKO David
MAWANDA Edward
MBATUDE Nusifah (Ms)
MIREMBE Evelyne (Ms)
MUWUMBA Ivan
MUGAMBA Isaac
MUKAANI Priscilla Faith (Ms)
MUKIMBA Suzan (Ms)
MUNAYIRE Samuel
MUZAHUURA Alex
NABAGGALA Grace Ssanyu (Ms)
NABAKOOZA Hilda (Ms)
NABUKEERA Sylvia (Ms)
NAKALIEMBE Loyce (Ms)
NAKILIZA Prossy (Ms)
NALUBEGA Shamirah Habiiba (Ms)
NALUNGA Baliruno (Ms)
NAMATOVU Teddy (Ms)
NAMBAJJE Victoria (Ms)
NAMBASSA Agnes (Ms)
NAMBUSSI Josephine (Ms)
NAMBUYA Irene (Ms)
NAMUKUTA Annet (Ms)
NAMUTEBI Joanita (Ms)
NAPOKOLI Derrick
NASWA Leocadia (Ms)
NGOBI Siragi
NIINYIKIRIZA Emily (Ms)
NIMWESTIGA Audrey (Ms)
NINSIIMA Harriet (Ms)
NKUGWA Ivan
NSIMBE Habert Mbiro
NTAATE Gordon
NTULUME Ibrahim
NUWAGABA Jerry
OBALA Tonny
OCITTI Francis
ODEKE Chris
ODIEKA Reuben
ORELLO Denish Odidi
OROTEL Moses
OMARA Isaac Emmanuell
OTIM Innocent
OVUGA Jino
OWERE Gerald
SOOKA Shafiq
SOYKNO Divas
SSEMIGGA Thomas Brian
SSENNOGA Alex
TAMALE Francis
TUMUSANGE Joseph
TUKAMWESIGA Nicholas
TUMWEBAZE Maria Agnes (Ms)
WAIBIRI Alex
The Principal, College of Health Sciences to present the following for the Conferment of the Bachelor of Science in Wildlife Health and Management

KABIGUMIRA Barnet
KABWISO Esau
OGWANG Joseph
SSENGENDO David Jethro
WEPUKHULU Francis